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SALES TAX AND WAYFAIR -

WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOUR BUSINESS?

be required to assess, collect and remit
sales tax on their sales and consumers
are taking advantage of the “sales tax
On June 21, 2018, the Supreme Court
free” sale over the internet - even though
issued its decision on the South Dakota
the consumer is required to self- assess
v. Wayfair, Inc. case (Wayfair). This is the
and pay use tax if sales tax was not
biggest ruling in the sales tax area in more assessed on the sale. Thus, state and
than 25 years. What does Wayfair mean
local jurisdictions are losing the sales
to the business owner? Here is some key and use tax dollars that the remote
information on the Wayfair case and what sellers are not required to assess and
it may mean for your business and the
consumers are not self-assessing.
action steps that can be taken now.
To capture these lost sales and use tax
What did Wayfair change regarding sales dollars, many states, including South
tax filing requirements?
Dakota, have enacted economic
presence nexus statutes. These
Prior to Wayfair, a state was only allowed
statutes are based on the premise that if
to require a business to assess, collect
a business is benefiting from a market in
and remit sales tax if sufficient “nexus” or a state, whether or not there is a
“connection” existed between a business physical presence in the state, the
and a state. A connection was generbusiness should assess, collect and
ally established by a business having
remit sales tax to that state. There is
a physical presence in a state, such as
great difficulty in determining when
an employee, a salesperson, delivering
a business is benefiting from a state.
products in company vehicles, installing
Some states have implemented threshproducts, providing services, etc. Once
old standards as evidence of economic
physical presence was established, the
nexus. This provides a bright-line test
business was required to register for,
for remote sellers to assess, collect
assess, collect and remit sales tax to the and remit sales tax. The new economic
state and local jurisdictions, if applicable. nexus standard did not agree with the
prior Supreme Court precedence of the
E-commerce has created many challengphysical presence standard and therees for the states and their current sales
fore the Supreme Court had to rule on
tax laws (keeping in mind that the laws
the new nexus standard, hence, Wayfair.
were established based on a Supreme
It should be noted that the economic
Court ruling long before the internet was
nexus standard applies to remote sellers
so widely used). The physical presence
without a physical presence in a state. If
standard has now become obsolete.
your business has a physical presence
Brick-and-mortar stores are losing sales
in a state, the business more than likely
to online retailers (known as remote
already has sales tax nexus.
sellers) as these remote sellers may not
by Karen Poist, CPA and Kim Tarnakow,
CPA

What are the thresholds that create
economic sales tax nexus?
The thresholds that establish economic sales tax nexus vary by state. Most
states are adopting thresholds that are
tied to sales dollars or to a number of
separate sales transactions. Many states
have chosen $100,000 in sales or 200
separate transactions in a 12-month
period (or based on prior year sales
activity). More states are expected to
adopt economic nexus standards and
states with statutes in place continue to
add and issue additional guidance. Many
questions still remain unanswered. Is a
business that exceeds a state’s economic nexus threshold in one year but does
not in the subsequent year still required
to assess, collect and remit sales tax to
that state? It appears so. Businesses
with remote sales that are below the
economic nexus thresholds need to be
aware that they may have other state
reporting requirements. A few states are
implementing mandatory sales reporting
to gather information of sales to consumers in their state for which sales tax
had not been assessed by the seller. The
purpose of this reporting is to increase
the self-assessment and collection of
use tax by consumers.
What does Wayfair mean to your
business?
If your business is currently selling
products (and in some cases, services)
without having a physical presence in a
state, then your business may now be
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Sales Tax and Wayfair... Continued
required to assess, collect and remit
sales tax to that state. If your business
has exceeded the minimum economic
threshold standards, then you must
understand the appropriate sales taxability of your products or services and
have your accounting systems in place
to assess, collect and remit sales tax on
applicable sales.
What steps should be taken now to
prepare for Wayfair?
Some states are implementing the
economic nexus sales tax filing
requirements on remote sellers
October 1, 2018, while others are waiting
until January 1, 2019. Many states have
not provided details as to when
enforcement will start. Now is the time
to prepare for Wayfair! A current list of
sales tax economic nexus thresholds is
listed by state below.

Here are a few steps that can be taken
now to prepare for Wayfair:
Communicate to relevant parties
that the company may be subject to
additional sales tax assessment, collecting and reporting responsibilities,
based on the Wayfair case. This may
include customers, CFO, Legal, IT,
Customer Support, A/R, A/P, etc.
Review current accounting/billing
systems to determine if it has the
capabilities to provide the information to determine sales and
transactions by state.
Look over your current sales tax
reporting systems to determine if it
has the capabilities to handle the
potential increased filing and
reporting requirements.
Determine the amount of sales and
number of transactions by state for
2017 and YTD 2018. States are looking

at both the prior year and the current
year to determine if economic nexus
thresholds have been met and
exceeded.
Once a determination is made that the
business is subject to filing requirements in a new state, understand the
laws of the state and how your products or services will be taxed by the
state and localities.
The Wayfair case can seem overwhelming for many businesses, but the best
approach is to be proactive and address
it now rather than later. The BMSS SALT
Services Group is available to help you
and your business and to provide you
peace of mind. Please contact Karen Poist
or Kim Tarnakow for additional information
or questions by calling (833) CPA-BMSS.

